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Coastal

and

did

not

experience a culture shock. I
was able to enjoy everything
that Coastal

has to offer

without initial confusion and
puzzlement. It isdefinitely hard
to explain to my friends in
Austria that a university in the
United

States embraces

almost

everything

that

student

life.

concerns

Students, particularly those
When I came to Coastal Carolina University from

who live on campus (as I did) are taken care of,

little Austria, Europe (no kangaroos in Austria!) I was in

entertained and fed in an unbelievable full-time service.

a very privileged position. I had spent a year in New

I couldn't believe my luck in having access to a nice

Jersey as an au-pair, taking care of three adorable

pool, fitness center, being able to use the library and

children, doing light housework, and spending the

computers as late as I p.m. and theoretically not having

weekends shopping in New Jersey's huge malls or

to leave the campus at any time. My Austrian friends

painting the town (New York) red. As an Austrian

still look at me flabbergasted when I tell them

student, I had studied Englishsince I was eleven years

enthusiasticallyabout the shows, comedians, movies,

old and taken various classesin English literature and

and entertainment nights that Coastal Productions

linguisticsat the University of Vienna, all held by non-

offered. I felt extremely spoiled and enjoyed it all

native Englishspeakers. I, therefore, had no significant

tremendously. Also the trips on the weekends with

problems with the language, academically and in

Geoff Parsons, Assistant Director of International

everyday life like other international

Programs, who showed us some

students might experience.

attractions of the area, were fantastic
and I want to thank him here againvery

I was also familiar with some

much.

fascinatingminor cultural differences.
For instance, the food; sausagesand

It is probably hard for students from

bacon are not lunch food and muffins

Coastal to imagine what studying at a

are not really a dessert but rather

European University is like. It is very

breakfast food.

different Essentially,there is no campus

I had seen Rueben

sandwiches before, was not surprised

in the American sense. University

that only fat-free yoghurt was available

buildingsare spread all over the city and

at the Cino Grill next to the cheese

students who want to listento lectures

cake and with the abundance of food
you generally never empty your plate.

Elisabeth Haunschmidt

and learn have to find out when to go
where. Students ideally help each other,

American food fascinates me, especially American's

but there is no huge advisory board. It is left to the

attitude to what they eat, but this article is not about

students to find where they have to go to and what

food and it will probably be more interesting for me to

they have to do. Vienna has several universities and

give you my impressions about Coastal Carolina

their various institutions, libraries and labs are spread

University asan academic institution and home of about

all over Vienna. At the beginning it can be somewhat

4600 students, some of them from out of the country

confusingtofind one'swaycomingfrom a2000 people

and continent.

village like Sandi, my hometown. But one soon learns

To put it in a nutshell, I was familiar with some

to take care of oneself, stand on one's own feet and

aspects of American everyday life when I came to

discover what the city has to offer. There are no
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dormitories,

wonderfully covered in class. I definitely learned an

so students generally live in regular

awful lot in a very enjoyable way and should not forget

apartments and work during their studies.
In Austria, you get secondary

education

to mention that I hadfantasticteachersin the four classes

in

grammar or technical schools with the Matura as

that I took in my semester at Coastal. All professors

graduation at the age of 18 or I 9. Secondary education

were not only terrific in their subjects, but also showed

is extensive and pervasive, so pupils are able to go

interest in Austria, Vienna, and last but not least, me -

directly from it to the University, be it Medical School,

a situation I was not used to at alI.

Latin, for

Being one of a few hundred faces in a filled lecture

instance, is a prerequisite for most subjects and is

hall, I hardly know any of my professors in Vienna. My

generally taught in school for at leastthree years. Most

experiences at Coastal were so overwhelmingly

pupils are fairly fluent in two foreign languages,including

positive that I should not hold back in mentioning that

English.Therefore, we have no core curriculum with

the people I met in my short stay in South Carolina

subjects that do not directly concern our major

were extremely

subject(s) of study: Thank goodness! Since my Matura

roommates helped me in every way they could to get

I have not had to deal with any more natural sciences

me off campus once in a while and I have also met

and maths!

great people in my classeswho were interested in my

Law School or a School of Humanities.

friendly, helpful and warm.

My

What will also be of interest to you is that most
classesstudents have to take in my country, except for
seminars, where extensive papers have to be written
and small groups of students meet once a week, are
generally lectures held once a week. A professor covers
a specialarea in weekly two-hour lectures. Depending
on the area and subject, up to 400 students listen and
take notes if they like. At the end of the semester one
huge exam tests how well students have prepared and
covered the material. Nobody ever hasto attend these
lectures. It's your responsibility to attend, listen and
learn and if you fail the exam you'll have to choose
Sandi, Austria

another lecture that you'll haveto prepare for. Naturally

culture and shared with me some of theirs.

it takes students longer than in the US to get their

Returning to Austria, I was looking forward to a

degrees called Magister (equals somehow the BA) in
four to six years, and their Doktor (equals somehow

more relaxed and less hypocritical handling of alcohol.

your MA or almost Ph.D.) in another couple of years.

In case you did not know yet. .. hold on ... in almost all

Obviously

life at European

Universities

European countries there is no such thing as a strictly

is

somewhat freer and for the first time I understood

enforced law about the drinking age. I'm not even sure

why my American friends talk about going to school

what the legal drinking age is in Europe. In Austria, I

when they are in fact attending university. I indeed felt

think it's sixteen. Austrians do not drink more because

like being at school again while attending Coastal. I

there is no enforced law. They just don't commit a

was in a small classroom, with only up to fifteen

crime by having a beer or a glass of wine and don't

colleagues and met my professors and classmates up

have to do it secretly and/ or excessively.Also, drinking

to three times a week. I had to do homework

generally is not a considerable attraction.

throughout the semester and had to have my books

I was never homesick, my life at Coastal was just

read and reports written as the semester went along.

too enjoyable, yet I was also looking forward to a freer

Honestly I enjoyed the system. I couldn't

really

life in Vienna where I could go to concerts, brilliant

procrastinate and did not have to do any extensive

theater performances and museums whenever I felt

research and studying myself since everything was so

like it without even having a car.
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Mardi Gras fever sweeps cainpus.
by Beth Roddick, Heather Steere , Diana Hammond , Shorey German

This years theme was Mardi Gras which fit

to flash anyone

really well over the actual existing Mardi Gras

for them. Too Bad!

celebration in New Orleans.

Saturday brought on

Students started the week off on Monday

the true frenzy that is Homecoming. With the

with the traditional 'Students vs the Faculty'

arrival of alumni heralding the day at the oyster

basketball game. Some of the student losers

roast, the senior ring luncheon, and the evening

included Eric Southoff, Kevin Cox, Hidari Williams

Homecoming Dance it was almost enough to

and Terry Gilmore. The faculty team, including

forget about the basketball games.But not quite.

Steve Tribble, Jody Davis, and Pete Strickland,

Fans arrived early and in droves this year. The

ended up with this year's victory.

rules were changed about attendance and
students were not allowed to leave between

Wednesday sparked basketball fever among
fans. The doubleheader against Winthrop was

games and return as they have before.

played at home. Excitement built as both the men

Attendance, however, was at an all time high, and

and women teams won their respective games.

combined with spirit balloons, a rockin' pep band,

Students also signed up for the Spirit competition

tons of fans and a lot of cheering, it was a wonder

at the doors of the arena. The cheerleaders

that the Charleston Southern T earn could even

added a new scene to the gym floor with their

make a shot. During Halftime the winners of the

vibrant spirit balloons that were given to fans

Spirit competition, Tri Sigma, was announced.

behind the baskets.

The crowning of the Homecoming king and

Mardi Gras fever spread Friday night as the

queen took place after the game this year.

pep rally was held at the residence halls on

Former king and queen James Anderson and

campus. The rally featured outdoor music, lots of

Denise Mole returned to crown this year's

food and guest appearances by the mens
basketball coach Pete Strickland and the
introduction of this years Senior players on both
the mens and women teams. Players encouraged
the fans to step up the excitement in the arena on
Saturday. There were also performances by the
Coastal cheerleaders, a repeat performance of
the winners of Thursdays step show, Kappa Alpha
Psi, and the public introduction of the
homecoming court nominees. Mardi Gras Fever
stepped up as hundreds of celebration beads
were thrown to the crowd. You didn't even have
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King Rob Spino and Queen Terri Gilmore

winners: prince and princess Andy Anthony and
Jamie Banks and king and queen Rob Spino and
Terri Gilmore.
This year's dance, held at the Wyndham
resort in North Myrtle Beach, was sponsored by
Coastal Productions and hosted by DJ Gary.
One of Coastal only semi-formals events open to
all students, the dance s popularly attended by all
facets.

A FantastickEvening...
I never attended any homecoming events in
high school or at Coastal Carolina University and
didn't plan to this year. Heck, I didn't even know
when homecoming was! When I was
LindyStudds and Brad Blythe

enlightened to the event schedule, I realized that I
didn 't have to be a sports fan to enjoy the

and sent them on their way. Cook did an

homecoming celebration. Coastal Carolina

amazing job of expressing the right emotion at the

University Theater was doing their version of the

appropriate time throughout the action without

longest running musical in the world, The

speaking a word.

Fantasticks.

gave background information and commentary as

I arrived with my boyfriend and his parents

El Gallo (Shapan Richardson)

the action progressed. This strong main

(his dad once played the lead role in this play!)

character is the voice of reason, mediator, player

opening night to find a good turnout of people

and hired bandit who is caught in the middle of

seated before an almost naked stage. The cast

two parent's scheme to arrange their children's

emerged from a trunk, assisted by The Mute

marriage. El Ga/Io'sheart goes out to the other

(Catherine Cook) who gave them various props

characters, but he is not able to just playthe
bandit and must complete his symbolic rape of
the wonderfully animated, absurdly romantic and
silly Luisa(Farrah Dill). Her father, Bellomy
(Lindy Studds), and her neighbor's father,

Huck/ebee(Brad Blythe), rival each other for
sheer craziness. Luisa's neighbor and counterpart,
Matt (Chris Bergamo) builds a false ego only to
lose it in the harsh world by the end of the action.
The humorous antics of the fathers, the starry
eyed lovers and El Ga/Io'scommentaries are
augmented by the hilarious traveling players
Henry(Steven Thompson) and Mortimer(Tom
Boyle).
I apparently wasn't the only one who was
impressed with the opening night performance.
The man seated behind me recited El Ga/Io's
lines with him. What more could you ask for?
Music, rape, love, sword fight, humor, wit, death,
song and dance.
The FantastickDuo Steven Thompson and ShapanRichardson 5

An Evening of Poetry, Prose, and Java

participants were asked to submit their original
works to Archarios for possible publication.

Archarios Literary and Art Magazine

Even though the coffee house had its glitches,

continued the traditional coffee house, where
one can experience diversified literature in the

the turnout was phenomenal so it was rated as a

form of poetry, prose or short story . Participants

great success. Those who participated, were not

presented their literary works in a theatrical

only sorority and fraternity members, but also

performance, or in laymen's terms, got up on

alumni of Coastal Carolina University as well as

stage and read their poetry to an audience. Since

members from the community . Archarios does

this particular coffee house was planned as an

attract eccentric groups of people, but I guess if

event during Homecoming, most of the

you love art it takes all kinds.

participants were from sorority and fraternity
organizations, who chose their "literary" works

Talent/ Step Show

from books of well-known authors or dead

The Wall Auditorium was packed and people

writers . They seemed to make a subconscious

were going crazy in anticipation of the step/ talent

mockery of the sacred coffee house tradition.

show. All five acts were judged on originality,

Audience members were allowed to indulge

creativity , outfits , and performance. The AKAs

in the free coffee provided by the university as

shocked the crowd when the Five Elements of

well as free copies of Tempo and Archarios

Elegance came onstage in pink masks, hiding their

magazines and coffee mugs. Anyone who had

identity. These girls had the crowd in a frenzy as

enough nerve was allowed to read literature on

each displayed her line name and did her step

stage and all audience members were

routine. The AKAs won third place. The next

encouraged to participate .

performance was the Deltas as the Ladies of

Despite the pathetic attempts to imitate art

Crimson and Cream. The girls did not just step,

by those less familiar with the subject, there were

but stomped their way into the crowd's hearts.

a few who did present works of their own and

Unfortunately, the girls did not place. Next,

also some who recited works with a theatrical

Yolanda Ennis sang "When I Close My Eyes" by

approach instead of just monotonously speaking

Shanice. Yolanda has a voice with a lovely flow to

the words. Throughout the evening, many

it. Then, Natasha Sessoms suddenly burst onto
the stage to do her rap solo , "We 're the girls that
wear the pearls". Immediately following her,
"Unleash the Dragon " started to play and the
Gamma girls appeared. The best part of their
step was when the "Thong Song" came on and
their choreographer, Franklin Ellis,joined the girls.
This secured second place for the Gammas.
They saved the best for last. The pretty boys of
Kappa Alpha Psi made ever girl swoon or jump
out of her seat as they did a sexy routine to
D 'Angelo's "Untitled ". They even included a
semi-strip show for the ladies. No wonder these
sexy guys took the show and won first place.

Bob Strickland performs at the Coffee House
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by Melissa Yencho

There I was sitting in a biology lab watching a
video on Coastal Carolina's Natural
History of EastAfrica course; little did I
know that seven months later I would
be on a plane flying to Nairobi ,
Kenya. The group of travelers
included eighteen students
(including me) and two
instructors, Dr . Koesterer and
Dr. Bush. We spent three
adventure filled weeks
experiencing everything
imaginable.
The journey started
with a day long layover in
London . The sights and sounds of the city were
to be the last glimpses of truly modern society I
would see for quite awhile. Then we all boarded
the plane for Kenya. I spent the flight sleeping
until the sun broke through the clouds and Africa
could be seen from all the windows. Excitement
ran through everyone as we saw that beautiful
continent stretched out below us. The plane
landed and I had my first experience of Kenya:
the airport. People ran from here to there in an
unorganized frenzy unmatched by anything the
United States could offer. The group fought for
our luggage and eventually crowded on a little
tour bus to begin the journey to Nairobi.
We arrived at Nairobi and were surrounded
by street vendors and confusion. Cars and
people swarmed about in an excited flurry. The
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bus finally let us off at our hotel for a two night
stay. There, we got used to Kenyan cuisine and
other aspects of Kenyan life while being treated
to lectures on Kenyan ecological problems.
Everyone enjoyed the indoor plumbing while
it lasted.
While in Nairobi we visited the Giraffe
Center, a park with giraffes that you could
feed and nature trails. The next day we
visited Nairobi National Park. Lions,
giraffes, zebras and baboons were some
of the many animals seen that day. We
even got a first hand experience with
African wildlife when hungry baboons joined us
for lunch and begged for our sandwiches.
The next week and a half or so was spent
surveying various game parks. The scenery was

in the span of three weeks.
The third week, I faced one of
my most difficult challenges. The
group's task was to hike to the top of one peak of
Mount Kenya. The climb, to the summit and
back, took three days. Anticipation was in the air,
ambitions were high, and hopes were not dashed
as the entire group made it to the top of the
4,985-m peak. We were the first Coastal group
that had I 00% make it to the top since the
excursions began in 1993.
The next stop was Mombassa, on the clear

indescribably beautiful. Most people experience

blue Indian Ocean. It was like pictures seen in a

Africa through documentaries on television and

magazine. I actually got to dive reefs and see fish

the Lion King movie. Reality is so much more

I have only seen in aquariums.

awe-inspiring. I remember the wonder I felt as

The living was rough and dirty. The people

we stopped at the Rift Valley for lunch one day on

were interesting and exotic. The air was full of

our journey to Lake Nakuru National Park.

excitement. Unexpected occurrences happened at
the blink of an eye and I loved every second of it.

However, the living was what some would
consider tough. We camped in the parks and
lived out of the huge truck that carried us from
place to place. With no plumbing, or running
water, the only things available were what we
had with us.
The group's assignment was to ID animals
and keep thorough field journals. In total, over
forty different species of mammals and over one
hundred species of birds were positively identified
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Campus

It is our right, our privilege, hell; our duty as

for any of the three offices. The president and

CCU students to make our voices heard on

both class senators were elected in the run-off

campus. At least that's what I thought going into

election by how many write in votes they had

the class officer elections in the Fall of I 999.

received in the first election. The choices for

Being a member of SGA, I volunteered to sit

senator had a total of ten votes between the four

at a table in the Wall Building with a little box and

of them. Of course, the number was boosted in

ballots so that the students could vote for their

the run-off to twenty or more for the two

class officers. In the three
hours that I sat there,
maybe four people voted.
At least a hundred students
passed with a quick glance

I didn'tknowfeminine
lubricatingproducts
could run for office.

winners. Among the other
twenty people nominated
for the sophmore class,
one was a junior!
Obviously a misinformed

and an even quicker pace; deciding that it wasn't

voter. One gentleman got a vote for both

worth the minute to circle a couple of names on

sophomore and freshmen class president; too

a ballot and make a decision about who would be

bad if both had been in his sophomore class he

representing them in the Student Government.

might have been in the running. There was even

In fact only 236 students felt it necessary to take

a vote for KYJin the freshmen classsenator race;

part in the first election. When the numbers

I didn't know feminine lubricating products could

came out so close that a run-off was needed for

run for office. Hey, at least that person stopped

five of the eight offices exactly I 00 students had a

to vote, right?
The blame can't be placed completely on the

final say in selecting their student leaders. So,
assuming they were students that didn't vote in

students, though. I heard a lot of potential voters

the first election, just under 8% of the CCU

complain about not knowing anyone running.

student body voted, and 2% got a final say in the

The school doesn't create any forum through

run-offs. Of course it wasn't just the voting that

which the students can find out about the

made the class officer elections seem to be

candidates other than word of mouth, and

pointless.

posters. It's not like there is a question and
answer session, a debate, speech, or even some

In the sophomore class, not one student ran
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kind of credential packet at the voting booths.

when the time comes along. I suppose it's still

We as students have to hope that, when we stare

possible that none of this would make a

blankly at a list of names we've never heard

difference.

before and know nothing about, we will be albe

It seems that our nation in general has this

to guess who'll do a decent job. In such a

same problem with getting people to vote.

situation, most students just keep walking as

Among 18-25 year olds it's the worst, but overall

opposed to making a wrong decision. Many

the population thinks it too burdensome to cast a

students decided to stop and ask the people

vote for a federal official. So why are we

working the table about the candidates, but we

supposed to care about a school office? Perhaps

were not allowed to campaign within fifteen feet

if everyone voted we wouldn't have senators in

of the tables, so we couldn't even help the

Congress who bounce checks, beat their

potential voters. There has to be some

spouses, or get arrested for any number of

established way for students to become more

reasons. In college we are supposed to learn not

informed on whom.or exactly what, they are

only class lessons, but also how to become a

voting for.

functional member of society. I guess by not

Perhaps the school can have some kind of

voting we're already fitting right in with the rest of

"voting day" to have a picnic on the prince lawn

the nation, but I'd like to think that we're going to

where candidates can interact with students

change some things in the future. I think if we all

through tables of their own and then the student

started with something as small as a college class

body would be more educated in their vote

election we'd feel more inclined to take part in
bigger and more important
voting.
Fall of 2000 ushers in
new class officer elections.
It'd be nice to get up to at
least 25% of the student's to
vote. And we can move
toward the upcoming
presidential elections ready
to be heard.
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Vampires, werewolves, dragons, wizards,
sages, knights, necromancers, queens, kings, and

Algonquian Coffee House.
To play, one doesn't have to be any

monsters of all kinds gather into a local bar to

particular being. You can be a score of creatures

drink, eat, and engage in battle. This may sound

with a plethora of abilities. For instance, Bill has

like a scene out of a movie, but it's actually reality

four to five different characters. "My character

... well sort of. Role playing games are very

name is Christian Lilely. He's a vampire. I

popular on and off campus. There even is a chat

named my character Christian Lilely because I'm

room on Yahoo.com where people of all kinds

writing a novel with the main character as him. I

come to battle and be creative.

used him to

Many people associate role playing games
with the Final Fantasy Sagaor Legend of Zelda,
but it is much more than video games. They
encompass more than acting or pretending; the
characters actually are the player's creation. It
becomes or is their alter-ego. Role playing is a
type of release or escape. It allows that person to
forget their problems for now, or they can slay
their problems with a flick of a tongue.
Bill Bair, a fellow student on campus,
participates in role playing activities. "We hook
up every other Tuesday and Wednesday night on
campus," Bill said. "We haven't been doing
anything on campus yet, but we do go off of
campus to 'do table top'." Table top RPG playing
is when a group of "ghouls" gather to a table,
read sheets and roll dice to get turns. Another
type of role playing is 'live action replay'. During
this event, the people will dress up and act out
their characters. The live action play
is usually acted out at the

......----•-

bring out

down from the heavens
with their fiery breath,
the wind shall become
friend or foe, darkness
will feel like heat and the day
like ice, victory and defeat lies
in the players' ability to use their
imagination in strategic purposes.
The battle will end in a victor, a
loser, a friendship, or a stalemate.
After the day is done, the losers
will be the victors in the next go
round and vice versa.
Role playing games are a release
to the people that play them. It
enhances the imagination and it is a great way
to meet friends. It doesn't take much of the
person's time and is free. If you have an interest
in playing, take it slow and easy. Start with a
friend or start on Yahoo.com . You will
have fun with either method.

my thoughts. To play him, will be to bring out

Want
toJoin
Tempo?

things in reality. Playing RPGs also brings out
characters that don 't comply to us."
Here is how you play the game. Typically,
the setting is at a bar or social area. Other
creatures will be there before and after you.

We are lookingfor writers,
illustrators,
graphicdesigners,and
photographers.

One person may say, "Dark Lord enters the bar
with his black hair and red cape blowing behind
him in the wind. The people stop and stare at his
sheer beauty and they fear his tremendous
power."

Dark Lord will then sit down and ask for

Signup for ENGL 223.
No previousjournalismexperience
necessary.

some ale, or he may recognize someone and
challenge him/her to a duel. They can use magic,
they can use their clan to back him/her up, they
can do anything just for the fun of it. Swords will
clash, blood will drip, flesh will be devoured from

Any questionscall349-2396 or
stop by the office.StudentCenter
room 203C

"I like the one with the sun - it looks like a
carrot with a sun for a stem and it's
somewhat douer looking with the bags
under it's eyes ... maybe the sun's been up
all night and it's really tired." -Joe Singleton
"It reminds me of the time I met the Loch Ness
monster. He was eight stories high and he asked
me for $350!" -Ed Tkaz with Casey Szegeski

"It reminds me of the scene in the movie Harold & Maude, where
Ruth Gordon who plays Maude, and she's an artist, is touching the
inside of her statue and is talking about just how wonderful it is to
feel different things - it's one of the moments when you can tell
Harold's in love with her." -Gretchen Fowler

appreciate that some of the subject matter would be
lematic to some people, but part of the educational
ess is challenging yourself and getting yourself to think
, okay, why do I really find that offensive? Some people
t hat some of them are ugly, but you know, again, that's
of looking at art. Some of it you don't like and it's up to you

k yourself what is it about it that I don't like, what aesthetic
iolating? But, I think it's neat because I think it's great to be
to walk around and have something interesting to look at."

-Teresa Burns,Professorof Chemistry& Physics
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by Michael Slattery

With all the hype about Coastal Carolina
University getting a football team in a few years, it
seems that a lot of people (students as well as
administrators) overlooked the new women's
soccer team starting in the Fall of 2000. A new
era in CCU sports is already in the construction
phase with recruitment of ladies willing to kick off
a hatchling sports program. The first step, finding a
worthy coach, has already been taken care of with
the acquisition of Karrie Miller to lead the team.

THE

COACH

Coach Miller is no stranger to the role of
starting a new tradition and succeeding. She
comes to Coastal following a string of successful
coaching positions. Her first experience

as a head

coach came from Charleston Southern in their

the year. Miller then moved on to an assistant

person on campus early will help the others to

coaching job at the University of South Carolina,

get settled in once they arrive in the summer to

helping the Lady Gamecocks through their first

start training for the upcoming season. I also had

two seasons, and from there on to the University

the opportunity to sit down and speak with

of Alabama where the Crimson Tide won the

Kristen about her insights and expectations about

Western Division Championship in the

the coming season.

Southeastern Conference and went on to the
I 998 NCAA Tournament.

THE

With a coach like

Miller, it seems that success is not far off for the

PLAYERS

Kristen Wisse is a transfer student from the

new Lady Chants. I had a chance to sit down and

University of Alabama where she played under

talk to Coach Miller about

Coach Miller. She grew up

her concerns with the new

playing soccer in Pittsburgh,

team. Right now the on-

PA and was recruited fresh

campus team consists of one

out of high school into the

recruit and several ladies

lady soccer team at Alabama.

from the CCU soccer club.

After having a rough season

First and foremost Coach

with a coach change, Kristen

Miller would like to have a

started to look for another

competitive first season. She

school. After talking to

wants to make a good

Coach Miller about the new

showing in the Big South.

soccer program here and the

She would, of course, like to

academic programs, she

start off with a winning season

decided to join the CCU

and in the next couple of

community.

years hopes to move to be

Wisse is very excited

the premier team in the

about the upcoming year. I

conference.

could tell while interviewing

There would be no
team without key players

her that she was having to
Coach KarrieMillerand Kristen Wisse

hold back how exciting the

to keep the first season a success. Coach Miller

very thought of the new season was making her.

believes that it's up to her and assistant coach

Kristen couldn't say enough about how pumped

Happy Payne to make the new players as

she was for the summer of full practices and the

comfortable as possible. She is going to do the

first CCU season. She's really looking forward to

best she can to take care of any nervousness

meeting the new freshmen and hopes that there

about making history or "setting the standard" and

will be some walk-ons to fill any spots on the

just let the players know that in a new program

team that are left open.

with nothing really established, every player has

This semester, during the off-season, Wisse

an equal opportunity to make an impact on the

has tried hard to stay in shape by being a walk on

team's success. The new soccer staff has been

for the Lady Chant's basketball. Through the

working hard on recruiting excited individuals for

team she's met many of the men's soccer players

the team.

and has had a much easier time adjusting to the

Currently, there are ten incoming freshmen

new campus and new people. It was a bit

on the roster and one, Kristen Wisse, on campus

awkward at first trying to explain that she played

right now. Coach Miller hopes that having one

for a team that most people didn't even know
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years, while most students haven't even heard
about the new soccer team that will be at CCU
next semester.
Many other sports programs currently have
trouble getting people to come and watch their
games. The soccer team hasn't even started
playing and already is concerned about student
support. Coach Miller is hoping to get the lady
players very involved on campus. Through other
organizations, they can spread the excitement
about the new women's team. She is also
hoping to get the Greek organizations involved.
Coach Wisse mentioned that she's heard good
things about fraternity support of the men's
basketball and soccer teams.
Kristen feels that once the team starts playing
Erin Hennessey

and gets a few wins and good games under their
belt, student interest will be peaked and they'll

existed yet. She has adjusted quite nicely now.
Wisse had nothing but compliments about

start getting support.
We'll have to wait till next semester to see

Karrie Miller's coaching abilities which she
witnessed first hand at Alabama. She said Coach

how successfulthe ladies are and if the students

Miller practices with her and the other girls twice

support the team. From what I've seen while

a week right now, and has helped her a lot.

writing this article the team is in good hands. The

Wisse feels confident that the new ladies will

excitement, positiveness, and commitment of

thrive under the direction of Coaches Miller and

Wisse, Coach Miller and Assistant Coach Payne is

Payne. She said, "I think we're going to surprise a

contagious. Look out Big South here come the

lot of people with our ability this first year".

Lady Chants.

The recruits not yet here at Coastal include:
Jennifer Tafel from Columbia, SC; Candice Doten
a goalie from Reisterstown, MD; Beth Wilderson
from Danville, KY; Nicole Bradley a midfielder
and forward from Library, PA; Jill Ortiz a
midfielder from Plano, TX; Gretchen Shock a
midfieler from Dayton, Ohio; Caroline Schneider
a defender from Dublin, Ohio; Kathleen Sampson
a defender from Berlin, CT; and Leah Barrett a
defender from La Plata,MD.

THE

CONCERN

A concern for both the players and Coaches
Miller and Payne is getting students to support a
new team. It's pretty bad that a special
conference was held to announce a new football
Kristen Wisse

team that won't be here for another two to three
16

haven't been around Coastal long
enough to remember.

In the summer

of '93 Coastal Carolina became an
independent, state-supported
institution. That fall, Coastal began
offering graduate programs.
Building projects at Coastal

ISTORY

by Heather Steere

Coastal: You've come a long way, baby. That's

exploded with this newfound freedom ,
but was everyone excited about leaving
the 30-year designation as University of

South Carolina behind? Dr. Paul Rice, Professor of

right, Coastal Carolina is old enough to be most of

English recalls, "There were a lot of faculty members

its students' parent. I'm willing to bet that most of its

who were opposed to it, especially our better

students don't have much of an idea where it's

scholars, because they enjoyed the financial support

been. Sure, you can find out on our web site or in

- grants and so forth - that accrued to them through

the marketing magazine, but do you really read

USC. Also, there was some status involved with

them? Probably not. So here 's the scoop.

being a professor at a state university rather than a

Did you know that Coastal Carolina was once

regional or local university." He thinks that most of

part of two of the other South Carolina colleges you

the advantages came to the administration , but,

may have looked at before deciding to attend CCU?

"from the faculty point of view ... the levels of

Forty-six years ago Coastal Carolina Junior College

bureaucratic crap that you have to cut through " have

opened with 53 students as a branch of the College

been significantly reduced . Howeve r, he added , "I

of Charleston. Obviously, they weren't meeting in

think a great majority of us didn 't think anything

the Wall Building; no ,
not even the Singleton
Building, classeswere
held during the evening
at Conway High

would be profoundly
different one way or
Coastal
Carolina
Junior
College another
and I think
opened
with53students
asa
that's the way it is, I
branch
oftheCollege
ofCharleston
mean life, day-to-day is

School. The first

really no different. "

campus building, the Edward M . Singleton Building,

Professor of English, Dr. Donald Milius, who came

wasn 't built until almost a decade later when

to Coastal in 1974 agreed, "USC and SC politics

enrollment had reached I I Ostudents. By I 962

held us back for a long time. Look at the building

Coastal Carolina had already been an independent

that is going on now. So getting out from under that

institution when the College of Charleston

was good , but in many ways, as far as the day-to-

discontinued its extension program and

day teaching, we had already been out from under

subsequently Coastal was returned to status of a

their feathers ... we had been very independent

regional campus, this time the University of South

before that." That is apparent in the fact that the

Carolina. USC Coastal Carolina College became a

money for the first campus building came from a

four-year institution in 1974, the year I was born.

fund raiser inspired by a decision from the Horry

Students began living on-campus in 1987. In 1991,

County Higher Education Commission and Coastal

when most of us were still in high school, legislative

Educational Foundation , Inc. Rice comments , "I

approval to establish an independent Coastal

think a good deal of what goes on here , at least the

Carolina University was sought.

independence, is consonant with this independent

Just 7 years ago you would have gotten a

republic of Horry idea that floats around. That

University of South Carolina degree at Coastal. I'm

somehow this is a separate state with its separate

assuming (hoping) that the majority of students

law unto itself; it only is fitting that we should have
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our separate university." Milius agrees, "I think

Desmond Tutu and, in 2000, the premier English

Coastal has very strong local support and it's made a

interpreter of Rumi, Coleman Barks. It also gave

big difference."

students the opportunity to research topics of

For all of the local support, Milius doesn't recall

interest to them and get the experience of

the faculty being involved in the decision to break

presenting their knowledge with a panel or alone.

from the University of South Carolina, "It's funny,

How did the change affect the students?

some of us were asked to support it when Dr.

Assuming, again, that none of you are here that

Palms came down here, but the decision had

remember, probably not that significantly. Coastal's

already been made. We were
asked to support it, and of
course we were very
supportive of it and, of course,
once the break had been

marketing magazine notes that

Wedon't
have
toworry
aboutthe average SAT scores of
being
embarrassed
bytheirincoming students is up, but Dr.
Milius notes that "we've always
rotton
football
teams had
some very fine student's;

made, in some instances we were again ignored.

I've sent some of my students on to Duke to get

But that's not just Coastal, that's American education

their Ph.D.'s." He also recalls that it didn't seem to

with the exception of very few really prestigious

bother students in I 993 when Coastal became an

institutions." He thinks that Coastal definitely

independent university, "they had a choice of getting

competes with many departments with USC,

a degree from USC or from Coastal." Dr. Paul Rice

"especially the faculty's ability to bring out the best in

comments on my theory that students may feel

their students and to communicate with them one-

there is a better sense of identity at Coastal as an

on-one", but not in salary. Dr. Paul Rice comments

independent school vs. a regional campus of USC, "I

that, "we actually used to get bigger raises at USC."

don't think anybody thinks about that. I don't think

He notes that the benefits are coming in different

there is anyone [students] who remembers, or very

forms, "Coastal is on a roll in terms of a physical

few people remember that there was a connection

plant and the new humanities building will finally get

to USC." Hence, I write this article! He adds,

us out of these little 6 x 8 windowless offices/ monk

"There seems to be about the same percentage of

cells that we have." Milius is quick to point out that,

good students and bad students we've always had."

"the amazing thing, that I am very impressed at, is

As Coastal Carolina University heads into the

what we [the faculty] are able to do under the

future, it has much more growth to look forward to.

circumstances. Many of us have written a book or

The new Humanities and Fine Arts Building, new

two and published articles in this country and in

350-bed residence hall and laundry facility,

Europe. We're able to do a lot when Coastal's

expansion of the dining hall and a welcome center/

salaries are way behind the southeast level and way

bookstore, expanded accreditation and major areas

behind the level of the University." Again, there is

of study. The University population has grown to

an up side to every down. Milius states that the

over 4,600 students with the diversity that comes

faculty "enjoys our independence and most of us like

from 42 states and 36 nations. A new woman's

living down here on the coast."

soccer team has arrived and a football team is in the

The independence that Coastal Carolina

plans. Coastal Carolina's history allowed for it to

University enjoys is a major bonus. It has allowed

grow from a 2-year, night course institution, to what

our campus to experiment with alternatives to the

it is today, but the majority of growth appears to

traditional learning atmosphere. In 1999 Coastal

have occurred after it became independent of the

held it's first Celebration of Inquiry where classes

University of South Carolina. And, as Dr. Milius

were redirected to a wide variety of student,

noted, now "we don't have to worry about being

professor and guest speaker hosted seminars. This

embarrassed by their [USC's] rotten football teams

event gave our area the opportunity to hear

and their basketball team that's a joke."

speakers such as Nobel Laureate Archbishop
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Martha
Hucks

homework or not getting it done the right way,

Getting up at 6:30 in the morning to come to

but has overcome this insecurity. The math

school and not leaving the school until 9:00pm is

problem, however, remains.

common for most students at Coastal Carolina

She has been married for about a month and

University and at other schools. However, no

she plans to work in the Conway area for about a

one knows this routine better than Coastal's

year. She is currently working at the Writing

seniors. They will never forget it. I have had the

Center to fill in for Mrs. Sara Sabota who is on

pleasure of interviewing one of Coastal's finest.

maternity leave. Martha's plans for the future

Martha Hucks graduated magna cum laude with a

include graduate school and working with

BA in English and a minor in Spanish. Some of

international students.

her academic accomplishments include being

When I asked Martha what her studying

involved in the Honors Program, being president

techniques were and how she juggled work ,

of Sigma Tau Delta (an English honor society),

school, and relationships, she said that she was

and secretary in Omicron Delta Kappa (a

"very school conscious. It's just the way that I'm

leadership honor society).

built," she continued. "Schoolwork always came

Martha has lived in Conway
all of her life. She was planning
to attend the College of
Charleston, but she decided to
go to Coastal because of the full
academic scholarship awarded to
her by the Horry County Higher
Education Commission. Even
though the title of magna cum
laude is a prestigious one,

Martha struggled to earn it. Her
main difficulty was math, but
worrying too much was also a
problem. In middle school, she
worried about not doing her

Martha helps Jackie Dandrow in the Writing Center
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the North American Institution of Aviation. He

first for me."

grew tired of his pilot jobs - flying banner planes

Church has also been a part of Martha 's life.
It allowed her to turn to people she could trust in

and giving sightseeing tours - and began the

the times she was struggling.

journey that would lead him to Coastal.
At 7am each weekday , Niclas Mattson, 28, is

I asked Martha if she had any regrets. She
replied, "I regretted not going away for college ,

already programming engine controls for boats at

but now I don 't. I am happy things have ended

Glendinning Marine Products. He spends 30-35

up the way they have." It took Martha only four

hours of his week as their Electronics Engineer,

and a half years to graduate. She had AP credit

creating software and working with the hardware

courses from high school that transferred over

that controls aspects like the throttle and gear

into college credits.

levers on large boats. Since the Summer of
1997, Niclas has been able to manage a full-time

She also went abroad to England for one of
her semesters. "It was the longest, coldest winter

course load at Coastal and keep a 3 .9 GPA. lfhe

of my life, but I enjoyed it!" Martha said. "Since I

can find time in the evening he'll study or work

went away , I feel that I can travel anywhere. I was

on programs ; however, most of his homework

scared at first because I was a sheltered person."

has to be completed on the weekends.

Martha's inspiration has been every English

His job was the main influence to enroll in the

teacher she ever had. They gave her the passion

Computer Science program, but Niclas already

to pursue her dream.

had a technical education when he was hired.
His Associates Degree from Horry-Georgetown

On a lighter note , I asked Martha what are
her favorite movies and music, and if she likes

Technical College 's Electronic Engineering

wrestling. She stated that she likes the BBC

Technology program landed him his job, but he

version of Pride and Prejudice, and Gaslight. Her

found that programming knowledge would

favorite music group is The Beatles. Her

augment the job. CCU was chosen because of its

pilgrimage to Liverpool this past spring made her

close proximity to his.
Along with work and academic achievement

obsession complete . Unfortunately for the
W\NF, she said that she does not like wrestling,

he is also a loving husband. Niclas views his

but she will watch it with her husband sometimes

greatest accomplishment as returning to and

just to laugh at the costumes.

getting through college. The last year and a half
have been especially tough for the Mattssons,

Niulas
Mattson
and
Christy
Dilworth

since his wife was involved in a debilitating car
accident. Even with his extremely full plate,

They couldn't pick just one. Helpful,
dedicated , friendly and involved are just part of

Niclas exudes a positive attitude and friendliness

the descriptions used by the Computer Science

that leads fellow students to look comfortably to

faculty and staff to describe Christy Dilworth and

him for help.
Like Niclas, Christy Dilworth, 26, is at Santee

Niclas Mattson when they chose them as their
1999-2000

OutstandingSeniors. Besides the fact

Cooper by 7 am working as a student engineer

that they both have mastered the Theoretical

intern. This summer internship turned into a

Option (more Math, less Business) of one of the

two-year position where Christy has worked

most technical majors at CCU, let's see who they

approximately 30 hours per week. Her job

are and why they stand out among their peers.

currently entails tracing the power line phasing

0

Niclas is a native of Finland and grew up in Aland,

and compiling the updated information , but she

a small island between Finland and Sweden. He

does get a chance to do some programming in

moved to Horry County 9 years ago to attend

Oracle, which gives her experience in what she
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would like to do in the future.

around and weighing the pros and cons, she
stayed with Coastal. She comments, "I fell in love

Christy grew up an Air Force brat, but is a
Conway native. After graduating from Conway

with it, the size, the people; it's kind of like a

High School, she attended CCU for a year and

family". If it is, then Christy is one of the leaders

learned that she liked to party. Her grades falling

as a 3-year member, former secretary and

were the catalyst for Christy to take a semester

current President of Numbers & Bytes (club for

off. That semester turned into four years when

Math and Computer Science majors). Though

she moved to Raleigh and back. Prior to leaving

she is involved in every aspect of this club that

the beach she found her natural talent and

helps students become well rounded individuals
by combining fun, education
and information, she also
makes sure that the other
officers are all equally
involved.
Though most of Christy's
time is spent in the
Computer Science industry,
she prides herself on being a
rounded person who is able
to exceed in any discipline.
Her greatest accomplishment
was getting back on her feet
and completing college after
she dropped everything and
sees any letdown as nothing

Nie/as and Christy work on a program together

more than a learning

attraction to computers at her job with Nine Ash

experience. Her classmatesappreciate Christy as

& Associates in Myrtle Beach. The small

the type of student who, even when loaded with

company had to keep a lot of data on computers,

her own work, will make time to help someone

but didn't have a good database system in place.

else.

Christy would stay late at night to figure things out

What will the future hold for these graduates?

just because she enjoyed doing it and ended up

Niclas is planning to stay put for now, continue to

designing a lot of their information storage

work for Glendinning who assistedwith the

interface. Then she didn't touch a computer for

funding for Coastal and have a life again. He

three years.

comments, "I might attend graduate school
sometime in the future, but now I am tired of

In Raleigh she worked as a fitness counselor,
but when she returned to school, she knew what

doing nothing but going to school and working".

she wanted to do based on her experience at

Christy has the option to stay with Santee

Nine Ash. Christy explains, "I was intrigued by

Cooper and move to Charleston to be in their

computers, I like to play on them and actually,

MIS group, but her dream is to go to Colorado.

when I got into it [Computer Science], it was not

In case she isn't ready to make that big a jump,

what I thought it was. I thought it was all games".

Christy has interviewed in Greenville at

Christy returned to Coastal intending to transfer

Datastream and has employment options in

to NC State after two years, but after shopping

Raleigh.
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by Vanessa Salomo

Suddenly two secret servicemen stepped

please describe yourself as you know yourself,

outside the back door of the Tara Ballroom in

just using adjectives if you prefer, but try to give

Litchfield Beach, instructing the few bystanders to

us an overall understanding of who is George W.

move out of the way for Governor George W.

Bush." Before I could get a reply, I bumped into

Bush. I could tell by looking at Governor Bush

the side mirror of a secret service car. Bush

that it had been a long day, but nonetheless he

turned around to see if I was alright and I, feeling

still took the time to take a picture with me.

like the biggest dufus, began to laugh which

While posing, I leaned over and asked him if he

amused everyone around us. The three

could take some time out for a few questions. I

adjectives that he used to describe himself were,

did not think he would say yes but then again that

"a loving father, compassionate, and

is his job as a candidate. I waited for a few

understanding." A real gentleman, Governor

minutes so he could tend to other fans of his.

Bush shook my hand and stepped into his bus.

Before he turned to walk to his bus, he signaled

It had taken me exactly seven hours to reach

for me to walk with him. It was my time!

my goal of asking Bush a few questions. The

"Governor Bush, this is a hypothetical

earlier part of my day was very interesting. At

question: Assume that our constitutional structure

around I I :00am I met with Governor Bush's

requires that you, upon being nominated, had to

advance representative team who instructed me

select as your running mate one of the other

to check in all media personnel. For almost two

major presidential candidates (from either party),

hours I met with ABC, BBC, NBC, and all of our

and that whoever you selected would be

local media ranging from Wilmington, NC to

required to run and serve with you. In that

Florence, SC. This experience gave me a sense

scenario, who would you select among Messrs,

on how reporters conduct their jobs. At 12:45pm

McCain, Keyes, Forbes, Gore and Bradley ... and

Governor Bush made his grand entrance from

w hy.7"

the rear of the Kimbel Arena with an air of

Bush waited until I had asked that long

arrogance. Governor Bush's speech was a

question to reply, "I do not answer hypothetical

repetition of an earlier one he conducted in

questions." I instantly fired back another one. "A

Florence, SC, but overall it was educational.

lot of students here at Coastal Carolina are

During question-taking, a Coastal student

approaching this election on a gut basis; we want

mustered up the guts to inquire why he was

to support the candidate we feel best about on a

opposed to same sex marriages. The audience

personal chemistry basis. Frankly, you and Vice

fell silent until Bush's response caused a standing

President Gore project as the 'established'

ovation. He replied, "I believe strongly that

candidates, which concerns us. My question is:

marriage is between a man and a woman."
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Since I am from Malta and cannot vote in this
country, it allowed me to listen to Governor
Bush's conservative principles with an open mind.
If I had the chance to interview McCain, Keyes,
or Gore I would do it in a heartbeat so I can
understand, on a personal basis, what each
candidate believes in. My goal in life is to become
a journalist and this experience just gave me an
insight into the world of politics.

Vane ssa is overjoy ed at this on ce -in-a-lifetime phot o- op.

The last time Barbara Wheeler Smith
checked on her sculpture , being out in the sun
had started to improve the experimental glaze
color. She was interested to see the sun's effect
on her clay and glaze piece after being on display
outside of the CCU Student Center for seven
months.
Unfortunately , she will never know. Just
before Christmas break, a CCU employee
noticed the sculpture was gone, but assumed that
the artist had taken the piece for another show.
Smith and Charles Wright, Chair of the Art
Department, were not aware it was missing until
a student brought it to their attention at the
beginning of March! While aware of the risk of
displaying the piece, Smith did not anticipate a
theft at Coastal.

"I'm so lonely, I could cry!"
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So I'm the writer and you're the reader, eh?

little secrets, the wild living, the conflicts and
1

1

This particular relationship has always fascinated

confusion, don t you? Well, you re not going to

me. It is a somewhat distant relationship,

get it. You re going to get what s important to me,

separated by time and physical space. I mean, you

not to you. Because l m in charge.

1

1

1

From a young age, I loved to be active, to

can't see my face, or hear my voice. All you get is
my words, which were written in the past,

play sports and games of skill. It was the central

maybe long ago. Yet, it's a very intimate

portion of my life. That aspect of myself, which I

relationship. It just you and me as you read this,

combined with great creativity and imagination,

even though others might be reading this right

makes for my favorite childhood memories.

now (your now) in other places. Heck, even if

These games were extremely important in my

someone is reading this over you shoulder, the

development, and you have to understand what

images, ideas and feelings that my words evoke in

all they were about to try and understand what

you are individual to you and not the same as

l1m all about. And I know you want to know what

they would be for the other person. Of course,

ITwasrnuLyznTeR.acrzve,
unLzke
somevzoeo
ORcompuTeR.
games
pR.opess
TOhenowaoays.

this relationship is a one-way street. I don't get to
1

know anything about you. I don t even know that
you exist. As far as I know, nobody may ever
read this. It doesn't seem fair. But, on the other
1

hand, you only get what I want to give you. l m in
1

l m all about, because you're still reading this.

control of what words you'll be reading. I guess

If a psychiatrist would happen to ask me (no,

that makes up for it.

I don 1t see a psychiatrist - sorry to disappoint you)

So, I bet you, the reader wants to know

whether or not I had a happy childhood, I would

something personal about me, the writer. Fine.
1

have to answer yes. I had two parents who loved

Just pay attention and don t start getting anxious.
1

1

me, and I got along well with my three siblings,

You II get a sliver of my story, but you II get it my

1

1

way. Got it? Good. If you can t handle that, then

for the most part. My parents weren t terribly

you can stop reading right now and put this down

strict, for good or bad, on giving me chores to

1

do. As I said, my Dad liked to work around the

forever. It doesn t make any difference to me.
1

1

1

house. Oh, occasionally l d mow the yard, rake

to invade my privacy. You re the one salivating

1

leaves, or wash windows, but there was no

over all the potential juicy details of my life. You

regular schedule for me to follow. We lived in a

want the good stuff-the

rural area of northern state between the village of

You re the nosy one. You re the one who wants

heartbreak, the dirty
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R-

and the sprawling metropolis of W-

(pop.

in my head-with

the field or stadium, fans and

12,000-15,000). Our home was in a nice

everything so vividly clear-I

development off one of the main highways in the

some sort of physical activity at the same time. It

county , but back far enough from it that the

was truly interactive, unlike some video or

neighborhood was quite peaceful. We had a big,

computer games profess to be nowadays. I

one story house which sat smack in the middle of

would have a play-by-play going in my head. The

an acre and a half of land, so there was a large

announcers would have their own personalities

portion of yard on all sides of the house. There

too. Sometimes they were biased for one team,

were woods in the back, and the neighbors were

though not always. I could especially hear the

close enough that you could wave to them (not

booing and cheering of the crowd in my head.

that I ever did) if you were both outside, but far

But it was more than just playacting; it was

was also performing

enough away that you didn't feel cramped. It was

the creation of an entirely new game, a game

a great place for me to be a kid.

with my rules, using whatever objects, devices

I made use of every inch of that yard. I loved

and equipment that I had available. Why, on

to play outside. Oh, I know, all kids love that, but

various occasions I incorporated bats, balls,

I took it to the extreme. I'd play any sport or

rackets, trees, a wheelbarrow, the driveway,

game imaginable (that is, that I could imagine),

walls, bricks, stones, ropes, ladders, nets, flower

BuTIT wasmoReThanJUST
pLayacTinq;
IT wasThecReaTion
op
an enTIReLy
newqame.a qameWIThmy Rules,usinqwhaTeveR
08jfCTS,
OfVICfS
anofQUipmenT
ThaTI haoavaILahLe.
especially anything with a ball. I must have used

pots, and even our doghouse into my games.

between thirty and forty different kinds of balls-

Half the fun was creating a new game. I must

ones from all the major sports, any that came in a

have invented a hundred or so. Let me give you

store bought game, or any that I could find in a

some examples, so that you can get a better idea

toy section of a store. I would make up games

of this. First note that there were the old standbys

and play for hours by myself. And I would really

that didn't terribly tax my creative abilities (though

get into it too. I would make up imaginary players

they were fun and used a lot of imagination to

to play against, or an imaginary team to be part

play).

of. Sometimes, I wouldn't even make myself a

But the most fun would be when I'd create a

player; instead, I'd make up several players or

brand new game with my own ideas and rules.

several teams with individual players, complete

There was Driveway Ball, for example. In that

with their own personalities. When I was

one, I'd throw a hard, rubber superball off of the

pretending to be particularly player, I'd adopt that

driveway high into the air and try to catch it, and

personality. Some players were egotistical and

let me tell you, sometimes it hurt my hands.

rude, others fun-loving, some quiet and serious,

Anyway, I came up with a point system

some just big and mean, and some were nervous

depending on what section of the driveway I was

rookies, and others grizzled veterans . Of course,

standing on when I caught the ball. You had to

when I was a persona and playing the game out

have both feet on the driveway, just like in pro
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football, one foot in the grass was like one foot

player or two, and a number of role players. I

out of bounds. Now our driveway sloped steeply

could keep track of them all in my head,

downhill at one point, which was one challenge,

remembering the names I made up for them, and

and another one was that several tall hickory
bounce off the branches in all directions, making it

creating a visual of what they looked like.
1
Sometimes, l d come up with a theme to use
1
in a variety of games, or l d borrow a theme. For

difficult to catch. In the fall, this would sometimes

instance there is a game called Frisbee Golf,

cause a shower of hickory nuts to rain down on
1
me, but I didn t care. I liked the added hazard. Of

where you throw a frisbee and try to hit trees or

trees hung over our driveway. The ball would

other objects and go through a course in the least
1
number of throws. I didn t come up with that

course, I came up with teams and rules about
throwing a ball back to another teammate to

game, but I did apply it to other things to make
1
new games. For example, l d take a Wiffle-ball bat

catch, and all kinds of junk.
Football. The basic concept was simple enough-

and one of those big air-filled balls you see in bins
1
in the supermarket. Then l d smack that ball with

l1dtry to throw a Nerf football into my basketball

the bat through and around trees , and over and

Another game that I invented was Basket

hoop. Yet, I came up

around our house, our

with some elaborate

camper , the garden, my

rules for that one. Not
only would you get
different points for
where you threw the
football from, but there
was a certain way to
score off of a rebound.
1
If you didn t get the

BuTmosTLy
whaTeveR very own golf course.
happeneo,
whzcheveR
wayThe There was always one1
tree that was a fiag. l d try
haLL
hounceo,
counTeo.
I wouLoto get the ball through the
TRYeQuaLLy
haRowhenI was course properly in the
1
least number of hits. l d
pLayznq
myopponenTs
as I
usually come up with a
wouLo
FORmyseLF♦
two man match play

rebound in the air you

format like some of the

could get it on one

golf tournaments that I
saw on TV. I was usually one of the players
1
myself, and l d make up some imaginary

bounce and then take so many steps, again
depending where on the driveway you were.
football. I could bounce it off a tree or my Dad's

competitor, but not a real golfer, since this wasn't
1
golf. l d do commentary in my head just like the

pickup truck, but it couldn 't hit the ground , except

golf announcers, who analyze every shot and

again in certain situations when one bounce was

every angle to death. Man, that was fun. One

allowed (footballs rarely bounce straight, which

alteration was that instead of hitting the ball on

added some excitement).

the ground, l d throw it up and hit it like a
1
baseball. Sometimes, l d even use a Wiffle-ball

There were also elaborate rules for passingthe

1

For this game, I even came up with eight

instead of a big, air-filled ball. Another variation

different teams, each one a different color. Then
1
l d play them against each other and keep track of

would be to kick the ball through the course, and
there were many more.

the standings- Red vs. Blue, Silver vs. Green,
1
etc., and eventually l d have playoffs leading up to
a championship game. Over time the teams

Let me point out that I played all of these
1
games straight. What I mean is, I didn t have a

developed certain traits and personalities as did

predetermined outcome. Whatever happened

the individual players. Every team had a star

while I was playing counted. There were
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1

occasions where l d have a do-over or

with the fuzzy covered peeled off worked the

something, especially if I imagined myself as one

best.

1

of the participants and I screwed up. But I didn t

The problem with Screen-tent ball was that
1

always win; in fact, I lost or was on the losing

l d often hit the glass door with the ball. My

team as much as I won. And if I was playing my

parents weren't crazy about that, especially since I

favorite team (in basketball or something)

had broken windows about seven or eight times

1

without me on it, that team didn t always win,

before that by playing other games. Also, it was

though I did some do-overs in those cases as

kind of nerve-racking to have a ball hit the door if

well. But mostly whatever happened, whichever

you were in the family room watching TV or

way the ball bounced, counted. I would try

something. The ball would also smudge up the

equally hard when was playing my opponents as I

glass considerably, and my Mom would make me

would for myself. Of course, when I had two

clean it off periodically. Nonetheless, they let me

completely made up teams I had no favoritism at

play. My parents rarely did anything to hold me

all, and I liked the fact that I had no idea who

back from playing my games, to which l m

would win or how the contest would play out.

grateful. The didn t go berserk over the minor

1

1

Back to the games.

damage that I caused from

One of my all time
favorite games was
called Screen-tent Ball.
This arose one
summer when the
mosquitoes were so
bad that my parents
bought a large tent

time to time.
Well, let's get back to
ThenezqhhoRS
musThave
the particulars of Screenrhouqhr
I wasnurs. TheRe
I tent Ball. Again, I came up
with elaborate rules and
was,shlRTLess
ano
created teams to play each
haReF
oor,Runnznq
czRcLesother. For the kick off, l d
throw the ball off the roof,
aRouno
TharTenT
...
1

(basically all screen) to

and if I did it just right, the

put over our picnic

ball would bounce high

table so we could eat outside. My Mom had

over my head into the net for a goal. In this game

always wanted a screened in porch, but that was

there was a lot of passingtoo, like Basket

1

one project that my Dad never got to (and l m

Football. The neighbors must have thought I was

1

glad that he didn t), though he enjoyed working

nuts. There I was, shirtless and barefoot, running

around the house. Anyway, one day I came up

circles around that tent, then throwing the ball off

with the idea that the screen-tent was like a

of the step and running back into position to play

soccer goal or something-a

goalie and sometimes diving in front of the tent.

net, anyway. It was

several feet off the back porch facing the house.

Thankfully, this was a backyard game. By that

So I came up with the idea of throwing a ball

time, the neighbors who could see me in the

from different places and at different angles to see

backyard were used to my antics, so I didn t care.

if I could get it to it bounce back past me into the

However, if I was playing a front yard game like

net. Now there was a long cement step on the

Driveway Ball, I would get self-conscious if

porch leading up to a big, glass sliding door. I

neighbors from down the road were taking a

would throw the ball off the step or the narrow

stroll or a strange car drove past. Usually, l d stop

wooden space just above it. So, once I threw the

playing in these cases-if I wasn't too engrossed

ball, I became the goalie. Somehow, I don't

in the game. Luckily, the road through the

remember how, I discovered that a tennis ball

neighborhood wasn't that well traveled. And it a

1

1
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1

1

good thing my parents didn t have a movie or

I couldn t wait to play and try it out. If something

video camera during this time. (When I was four I

interrupted me, like helping my Mom carry in

broke the one we had and it was never

groceries or something, I was so anxious to get

replaced.)

back out there. It amazing that I didn 1t drop more

I really enjoyed Screen-tent ball. I used

bags of groceries or break more bottles.

another odd object as a goal for awhile when I

You see, it was so much better than

played soccer, another backyard game. I

common daydreaming. In a daydream, you

remember watching the World Cup soccer

imagine whatever you want and get whatever

championships on 1V. Argentina had this really

you want. Daydreams always work out, that's

great player name Maradona, or something like

one reason why we do it. But this playacting was

that. I wanted to be like him. The soccer game I

actual drama. I didn t know who was going to win

1

invented used a ball

or what plays I would make

about the size of a

or not make, I just I tried

softball made of hard
plastic that came in
some unused lawn
bowling game. The goal
to kick into, believe it or
not, was the doghouse.
You see, in real soccer

ChzLohooo
haolTSupsano
oowns,
TheyaLLoo,BUTwhenI
waspLayznq
Those
qames,ZT
wasLzke
a ORop
OFpuRe
sunshzne,
puRe
Joy.

my best at all times, and
waited to see how it would
turn out. And when I was
playing like that, it was the
1

only time when I didn t feel
like I was living in a less than
perfect world. Its was

it is difficult to score a

almost a kind of euphoria, it

1

goal, and I didn t see

hard to describe really. All I
1

any way where I could try to score and be the

can say is that I don t think that there is anything

goalie at the same time like in Screen-tent ball.

else that I could experience in this mortal world

The narrow opening of the doghouse made it

that would compare to it. Once I slipped into that

difficult to score. That would be another strange

world, I could play for hours and hours, living out

sight, me kicking a hard plastic ball off of trees and

all the drama, every moment. Instead of the

the house, making a run and then kicking the ball

drama you get from watching the World Series or

1

at the doghouse (no the dog wasn t in it at the

the Superbowl, I was living out this drama in my

time). Man, that was fun.

head, and playing it out for real.

But it was more than fun. Childhood had its
ups and downs, they all do, but when I was

So, now you've gotten your glimpse into my

playing those games, it was like a drop of pure

personal life. Satisfied?Or do you want more?

sunshine, pure joy. In fact, there is really nothing

Maybe you ve had more than enough. What now

else that I have experienced that can compare to

is the nature of our relationship? How has this

this imaginative, interactive sports thing that I use

glimpse into my life affected you? Maybe you

to do. When I was in that world, I felt no worries,

don t think it has. Is there any concrete basisfor a

1

1

1

concerns, or responsibilities. Of course, I didn t

relationship between writer and reader? Can

have any tremendous worries and concerns at

there ever be? I mean, I did share personal bits of

that time in my life, but there are always those

my life with you-or

little problems as a kid that prick you like pins.

No, really, I wouldn t do that to you ... would I?

did I? Maybe I made it all up!
1

1

Once I got started on this process, I didn t want
to stop for anything. Then once I figured it all out ,
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